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 2 

Abstract 45 
 46 
Creative cognition relies on the ability to form remote associations between concepts, which allows to 47 
generate novel ideas or solve new problems. Such an ability is related to the organization of semantic 48 
memory; yet whether real-life creative behavior relies on semantic memory organization and its neural 49 
substrates remains unclear. Therefore, this study explored associations between brain functional 50 
connectivity patterns, network properties of individual semantic memory, and real-life creativity. We 51 
acquired multi-echo functional MRI data while participants underwent a semantic relatedness judgment 52 
task. These ratings were used to estimate their individual semantic memory networks, whose properties 53 
significantly predicted their real-life creativity. Using a connectome-based predictive modeling 54 
approach, we identified patterns of task-based functional connectivity that predicted creativity-related 55 
semantic memory network properties. Furthermore, these properties mediated the relationship between 56 
functional connectivity and real-life creativity. These results provide new insights into how brain 57 
connectivity supports the associative mechanisms of creativity. 58 
 59 
 60 
Teaser: New insight into the neurocognitive determinants of human creativity 61 
 62 
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Introduction 70 
 71 

Creativity is key to our ability to cope with change, innovate, and find new solutions to address 72 
societal challenges (1). Understanding the complex and multidimensional construct of creativity is thus 73 
fundamental to support societal, cultural, and economic progress. Creative behaviors in real life depend 74 
on individual differences in cognitive ability, in addition to personality and environmental factors (2). 75 
The cognitive mechanisms underlying creative abilities are not yet understood (3–6). The associative 76 
theory hypothesizes that creative abilities are related to the organization of semantic associations in 77 
memory (7). In support of this theory, several studies found that more creative individuals are able to 78 
link distant concepts more easily (8–10), have less common or constrained word associations, and a 79 
more flexible organization of semantic memory (9, 11–15). In addition, in brain-damaged patients, rigid 80 
semantic associations were associated with poor creative abilities (16–18). Associative thinking has been 81 
related to creative abilities as measured within several existing frameworks, such as divergent thinking 82 
(8, 9, 14, 19–21), insight problem solving (7, 22), analogical reasoning (23, 24), as well as to creative 83 
achievements in real life (25–28). Overall, the properties of semantic memory play an essential role in 84 
the cognitive processes that bring forth original ideas.  85 

Recent research has demonstrated how computational network science methodologies (29–32) 86 
based on mathematical graph theory allow exploring the properties and organization of the concepts in 87 
semantic memory via semantic networks (SemNets). Applying these methods, several studies have 88 
shown that creative abilities can be related to semantic memory organization (11, 33–38). Kenett and 89 
colleagues (11) investigated the SemNets of groups of low and high creative individuals, based on free 90 
associations generated by both groups to a list of 96 cue words. They found that the SemNets of low 91 
creative individuals were less connected and more spread out compared to the SemNets of high creative 92 
individuals. However, estimating SemNets at the group level may obscure individual differences related 93 
to creativity. To address this issue, Benedek and colleagues (36) developed a method to estimate 94 
individual SemNets, based on word relatedness judgment ratings. Participants rated the relationships 95 
between all possible pairs of 28 cue words, serving as a proxy for the organization of these words in an 96 
individuals' semantic memory. They demonstrated how individual-based SemNet metrics replicated the 97 
group-based findings of Kenett et al. (11), and were related to individual differences in divergent 98 
thinking scores (the most widely assessed component of creative thinking) (39, 40). A recent study 99 
reported similar results (41). In a previous study, (37) we replicated and extended this finding with two 100 
improvements: We controlled the selection of the cue words using a computational method optimizing 101 
the distribution of theoretical distances between words, and we assessed creative abilities and behaviors 102 
using a more diverse set of tools. This study showed that the network metrics of the individual SemNets 103 
correlated with several measures of creativity, including a questionnaire of creative activities and 104 
achievements (42). Hence, individual SemNets measures—reflecting the properties of semantic 105 
memory—allow exploring underlying cognitive mechanisms of creativity, suggesting that more creative 106 
individuals have more flexible semantic associations and connect more distant concepts or words (38). 107 
However, the neurocognitive determinants of individual differences in creativity related to the flexibility 108 
of semantic associations are still unclear and unexplored.  109 

Existing MRI-based neuroimaging studies have identified a large set of brain regions involved 110 
in creative cognition (5, 12, 43–47). A growing body of creativity neuroscience research has highlighted 111 
the importance of functional interactions within and between several brain networks, including the 112 
executive control network, salience network and the default mode network (5, 48). Additionally, 113 
semantic and episodic memory regions (44, 49–52) and the motor and premotor regions have been 114 
shown to play a role in creative cognition (44, 53). The advantage of a whole-brain functional 115 
connectivity approach is to provide a holistic and functional view of how brain networks relate to 116 
creative thinking. For example, resting-state functional connectivity within and between these networks 117 
was shown to predict creative abilities (54, 55) and task-based functional connectivity within and 118 
between these networks increased during a creativity task, compared to a control task (5, 43). A recent 119 
approach in neuroimaging research is connectome-based predictive modeling (CPM) (56), which uses 120 
machine learning methods to identify patterns of functional connectivity that predict complex cognitive 121 
functions, including divergent thinking ability (43, 56–61). Unlike previous research that focused on the 122 
brain connectivity associated with specific creativity tasks (e.g., divergent thinking), the current study 123 
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explores the neurocognitive determinants of real-life creativity by studying the neural basis of semantic 124 
memory organization related to creative behavior. We hypothesized that the associative mechanisms 125 
reflected by SemNet metrics are relevant to real-life creative activities and achievements and can be 126 
predicted by functional connectivity patterns, involving, in particular, the control, default, and salience 127 
networks (43).  128 

To this end, we first examine the organization of individual SemNets via network metrics and 129 
identify the SemNet metrics that reliably predict differences in creative achievement and thus constitute 130 
cognitive markers of real-life creativity. We then explore the functional connectivity of brain networks 131 
predicting individual differences in these SemNet markers. We use the CPM method and analyze 132 
functional brain connectivity during the performance of the semantic relatedness task that is used to 133 
estimate individual SemNets. We identify the task-based functional connectivity patterns predicting 134 
individual differences in SemNet properties. Finally, we examine whether SemNet properties mediate 135 
the link between these brain connectivity patterns and real-life creativity, thus linking functional 136 
connectivity to real-life creativity via individual differences in semantic memory organization. 137 

Results 138 
Individual Semantic Network metrics and creativity 139 

First, we explored the properties of individuals' SemNets in relation to creativity. Similar to 140 
previous studies (36–38), we estimated participants' individual semantic memory network as weighted 141 
(WUN) and unweighted (UUN) SemNets based on performance in the semantic relatedness judgment 142 
task (RJT; Figure 1). During the RJT, participants judged the relatedness between all possible pairs of 143 
35 words (595 ratings). We then computed established network measures in cognitive network research 144 
including (29): Average Shorter Path Length (ASPL; measuring average distances, or the spread of the 145 
SemNet), Clustering Coefficient (CC; measuring overall connectivity in the SemNet), Modularity (Q; 146 
measuring the level of segregation of the SemNet) and Small Worldness (S; measuring the ratio between 147 
connectivity and distances in the network (62), see Material and Methods). In addition, we assessed 148 
individual differences in real-life creative activities (C-Act) and achievements (C-Ach) via the Inventory 149 
of Creative Activities and Achievements (42) completed outside the MRI scanner (Descriptive statistics 150 
for behavioral and network measures are reported in Table 1). 151 

We then examined how SemNet metrics predict real-life creativity by applying linear regression 152 
models, regressing creativity on each SemNet metric with leave-one-out cross-validations: We 153 
iteratively fitted predictive linear models in N-1 participants and tested the model in the left-out 154 
participant. The significance of the model prediction was assessed by the correlation between the 155 
predicted value of C-Act (or C-Ach) computed by the model and the observed value using permutation 156 
testing. These analyses revealed that both real-life creative activities and achievements are predicted 157 
from different individual SemNet metrics (Figure 2). The Spearman correlations showing the direction 158 
and size of the relationships between SemNet metrics and creativity are reported in Table 2. C-Act was 159 
predicted from WUN ASPL and UUN Q. C-Ach was predicted from WUN Q and UUN Q. More creative 160 
individuals had less modular SemNets. 161 
 162 
Prediction of creativity-related SemNet properties from brain connectivity 163 

We applied the connectome-based predictive modeling (CPM) approach (43, 56, 57, 59) to 164 
explore whether task-based functional connectivity patterns predict semantic memory network metrics 165 
that related to creativity (i.e., Q in WUN and UUN, and ASPL in WUN; see Table 2; The applied CPM 166 
approach is illustrated in Figure 3). We used a functional brain atlas to define 200 brain nodes belonging 167 
to 17 functional networks (63). For each participant, Pearson correlations of the BOLD signal between 168 
all unique pairs of brain regions (i.e., nodes; n = 19,900) were computed to estimate the task-related 169 
functional connectivity of the whole brain connectivity network (Figure 3a). We then identified relevant 170 
links of the brain connectivity network that positively (positive model network) or negatively (negative 171 
model network) correlated with the SemNet metric across participants (Figure 3b). Next, we adapted 172 
the classical CPM method (56) to better take into account the network properties of the brain model 173 
networks. Instead of using the sum of the connectivity in the model networks, we computed two key 174 
network metrics describing small-worldness properties of human brain networks (64–66): their CC 175 
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(brain-CC) and efficiency (brain-Eff; Figure 3c). We then ran six separate linear models regressing each 176 
SemNet metric (Q for WUN and UUN, and ASPL for WUN) on each model network metric (brain-CC 177 
and brain-Eff). We used leave-one-out cross-validations, iteratively fitting predictive linear models in 178 
N-1 participants and tested these models on the left-out participant (Figure 3d). Finally, the model 179 
prediction was assessed by the Spearman correlation between the predicted value from the model and 180 
the observed values.  181 

We then tested the relation between predicted and observed CPM models on the various SemNet 182 
metrics, using 1,000 iteration permutation testing (56) (Figure 4). The CPM-based prediction from 183 
brain-CC was significant for the WUN Q metric (r = .386, p = .004). The CPM-based predictions from 184 
brain-Eff were significant for the WUN Q metric (r = .476, p = .001) and the UUN Q metric (r = .272, 185 
p = .036). The CPM-based predictions of WUN ASPL from both brain-CC and brain-Eff, and UUN Q 186 
from brain-CC were not significant, showing either a negative correlation between predicted and 187 
observed values or did not reach a significant p-value after permutation testing. In summary, CPM 188 
analyses on task-based functional connectivity showed that brain connectivity CC and efficiency allowed 189 
reliable predictions of SemNet Q.  190 

 191 
 192 
Functional anatomy of the predictive brain connectivity patterns  193 

To characterize the functional brain connectivity patterns predictive of SemNet metrics, we 194 
explored the links of the model networks that account for SemNet properties relevant to creativity. 195 
Unique positive and negative model networks were identified for each SemNet metric (56) (Figure 3b) 196 
and used to compute their network properties (brain-CC and brain-Eff; Figure 3c). Since SemNet 197 
modularity (Q) was negatively correlated with both creativity measures (C-Act and C-Ach; Table 2) as 198 
expected from previous studies (11, 36–38), we focused on the description of the negative model 199 
network predicting UUN Q (Figure 5) or WUN Q (SI Figure S1). In this model network, we considered 200 
the links that were shared in all iterations of the leave-one-out analysis, as the links in the model network 201 
can slightly vary at each iteration.  202 

For the standard CPM negative model network of UUN Q, we identified 452 links. Connectivity 203 
of these links related to lower SemNet Q, which again predicted higher real-life creativity. These links 204 
represented connections mainly within and between temporal, parietal, limbic and prefrontal lobes 205 
(Figure 5a-b). When we explored the distribution of these links at the functional networks level, based 206 
on the functional networks included in the Schaefer atlas (63), most of the links were part of the 207 
somatomotor, salience and default mode networks (Figure 5c). The highest number of links were found 208 
between control and default mode networks (8.2%), followed by links within the salience network and 209 
between somatomotor and visual networks. In this model network, the highest degree nodes — nodes 210 
with highest number of connections (k; i.e., the number of functional connections) — belonged to the 211 
right hemisphere being part of the visual network (i.e., extra-striate inferior, k = 53), default mode 212 
network (i.e., medial prefrontal cortex, k =39), salience (i.e., insula, k = 31; parietal medial, k = 28), 213 
temporoparietal (i.e., temporal-parietal; k =29) and limbic (temporal pole, k = 28) networks (Figure 5d). 214 
In summary, the main patterns of functional connectivity that predicted lower SemNet Q (i.e., related to 215 
higher creativity) had a whole-brain distribution and involved the control, default mode, salience and 216 
somatomotor networks. 217 

  218 
 219 
Mediation Analysis 220 

In the previous analyses, we found a relationship between SemNets and real-life creativity, and 221 
between brain functional connectivity and SemNets. In a final step, we analyzed whether the relationship 222 
between functional brain connectivity and real-life creativity is mediated by the SemNet properties. 223 
Hence, we conducted mediation analyses that focused on the indirect effect of functional connectivity 224 
on creative activities and achievements, using either C-Act or C-Ach as the dependent variable for each 225 
significant CPM model. To simplify interpretations, since UUN Q had a negative correlation with 226 
creativity, its value was reversed (UUN QR) to be positively correlated with creativity.   227 

Since C-Act was significantly predicted by the SemNet metric UUN Q, we explored the 228 
mediating role of UUN Q on the relationship between the properties of the functional brain network 229 
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predicting UUN Q (brain-Eff) and C-Act (Figure 6a). As shown in the previous analyses, the regression 230 
coefficient between brain-Eff and UUN QR was statistically significant (beta = .305, p < .001), as was 231 
the regression coefficient between UUN QR and C-Act (beta = .443, p = .002). The total effect and the 232 
direct effect were not statistically significant (beta = .116, p = .328; beta = -.019, p = .872). We tested 233 
the significance of the indirect effect using a bootstrapping method. The bootstrapped indirect effect 234 
was (.305)*(.443) = .135, and the 95% confidence interval ranged from 0.024 to 0.320. Thus, the indirect 235 
effect was statistically significant (p = .002). Hence, SemNets UUN Q mediated the relationship between 236 
the efficiency of functional brain connectivity (brain-Eff) and creative activities (C-Act): The higher the 237 
efficiency of the negative model network that predicts UUN Q, the lower the SemNet Q, and the higher 238 
are real-life creative activities.  239 

C-Ach score was predicted from SemNet WUN Q and UUN Q metrics. We explored the 240 
mediating role of UUN Q between the functional connectivity of the negative model network predicting 241 
it (brain-Eff) and C-Ach (Figure 6b). The mediation analysis showed that the regression coefficient 242 
between brain-Eff and UUN Q R was statistically significant (beta = .305, p < .001), as was the regression 243 
coefficient between the C-Ach and UUN QR (beta = .241, p = .005). The total effect and the direct effect 244 
were not statistically significant (beta = .142, p = .056; beta = .069, p = .353). The bootstrapped indirect 245 
effect was (.305)*(.241) = .073, and the 95% confidence interval ranged from 0.018 to 0.140. Thus, the 246 
indirect effect was statistically significant (p < .001).  247 

Hence, SemNets UUN Q mediated the link between the efficiency of brain functional 248 
connectivity (brain-Eff) and real-life creative achievements (C-Ach): The higher the efficiency of the 249 
negative model network that predicts UUN Q, the lower the modularity of SemNet, and the higher the 250 
real-life creative achievements. 251 

Similarly, we explored the mediating role of WUN Q on the relationship between the properties 252 
of the functional connectivity of the negative model network predicting it (brain-Eff and brain-CC) and 253 
C-Ach (Figure 6c). Using brain-Eff as an independent variable, the regression coefficient between 254 
brain-Eff and WUN QR was significant (beta = .286, p = .004), as was the regression coefficient between 255 
C-Ach and WUN QR (beta = .183, p = .015). The total effect and the direct effect were not statistically 256 
significant (beta = .094, p = .183; beta = .042, p = .560). The bootstrapped indirect effect was 257 
(.286)*(.183) = .052, and the 95% confidence interval ranged from 0.005 to 0.110. Thus, the indirect 258 
effect was statistically significant (p = .018).  259 

Using brain-CC as independent variable, the regression coefficient between brain-CC and WUN 260 
QR was significant (beta = .280, p = .008), as was the regression coefficient between C-Ach and WUN 261 
QR (beta = 0.192, p = .01) (Figure 6d). The total effect and the direct effect were not statistically 262 
significant (beta = .068, p = .365; beta = .014, p = .850). The bootstrapped indirect effect was 263 
(.280)*(.192) = .054, and the 95% confidence interval ranged from 0.006 to 0.130. Thus, the indirect 264 
effect was statistically significant (p = .018).  265 

Hence, SemNet WUN Q mediated the link between the efficiency (brain-Eff) and the clustering 266 
coefficient (brain-CC) of functional brain connectivity and real-life creative achievements (C-Ach): The 267 
higher the efficiency and clustering of the negative model network that predicted WUN Q, the lower 268 
SemNets Q, and the higher the real-life creative achievements. In summary, individual SemNets Q 269 
measured in WUN and UUN networks mediated the relationship between brain functional connectivity 270 
and real-life creativity. 271 
 272 

Discussion 273 
 274 

Our results provide a new neuroscientific understanding of the individual determinants of real-275 
life creative behavior. Recently developed computational approaches allowed us to predict complex 276 
cognitive functions from brain connectivity (56–58) and to explore the organization of semantic memory 277 
at the individual level using SemNets (36–38). The unprecedented combination of these approaches 278 
revealed unique patterns of brain functional connectivity that reliably predict differences in real-life 279 
creativity via semantic network structure. Using the CPM approach, we show that brain connectivity 280 
during semantic relatedness judgments predicted individual differences in the modularity (Q) of 281 
SemNets that was identified as a behavioral marker of creativity. Specifically, the efficiency and 282 
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clustering of whole-brain connectivity patterns predicted differences in real-life creativity mediated by 283 
SemNet modularity. 284 

According to the associative theory of creativity 7, high creative individuals are characterized 285 
by a more flexible organization of concepts in their semantic memory, allowing them to retrieve remote 286 
associations more easily (14, 16). A recent study revealed the mediating role of associative abilities 287 
between semantic memory structure and creativity as measured by verbal creativity but not by figural 288 
creativity (38). Here, we show that individual semantic memory network properties also relate to real-289 
life creativity: individuals with a more compact and less modular organization of their semantic memory 290 
exhibit higher creative activities and achievements. This finding is consistent with previous studies 291 
reporting a strong relationship between semantic associative ability and creative behavior in real-life 292 
(27, 28). It suggests that this relationship may be explained by individual differences in semantic 293 
memory structure. We showed that SemNet modularity represents both a behavioral marker of real-life 294 
creativity and a mediating mechanism underlying the effect of brain functional connectivity on real-life 295 
creative activities and achievements. The higher the efficiency and overall connectivity of the brain 296 
predictive network, the more flexible the semantic network (characterized by being more compact and 297 
less modular), and the more creative the participant is. This result is in line with previous studies (11, 298 
36, 37) and suggests that more creative individuals have better access to remote concepts within their 299 
semantic memory than less creative individuals (8, 10). Importantly, higher modularity in linguistic 300 
networks has been linked to rigidity (67) and inefficient conceptual processing (68). Thus, less modular 301 
networks allow more flexible thinking, with a higher connectivity between weakly related elements 302 
facilitating their combination.  303 

Previous studies exploring the cognitive processes involved in creativity have revealed brain 304 
regions and functional networks associated with different creativity tasks (5, 44, 45). The use of 305 
SemNets allowed us to explore cognitive mechanisms that appear more broadly relevant to associative 306 
basis of creative cognition, avoiding the specificities of existing tasks. Using a whole-brain functional 307 
connectivity approach, we identified the task-based functional connectivity patterns related to semantic 308 
network properties predicting real-life creativity (activities and achievements). These patterns included 309 
functional connections distributed across the whole brain, the densest being observed between brain 310 
networks previously linked to creativity (5, 43, 53, 69–71). The major contributions to the prediction of 311 
creativity resulted from functional links between control and default mode network, within salience 312 
network, and between somatomotor and visual networks. The default mode network has been 313 
consistently associated with self-generated thought and spontaneous associations (16, 19, 72, 73). In 314 
contrast, the control network is associated with controlled processes such as attentional control, working 315 
memory, inhibition, memory retrieval, and flexibility, which are necessary to accomplish the objectives 316 
of a specific task (15, 74, 75). The functional coupling between control and default mode networks has 317 
been reported in relation to creative cognition in several studies using different approaches such as 318 
verbal divergent thinking tasks (5, 69), musical improvisation (76), poetry composition (77) and visual 319 
arts (78).  320 

In addition to control and default mode network, the salience network has also been reported to 321 
play a critical role in creativity. It has been associated with attentional switching and detection of salient 322 
external or internal stimuli and appears to play a role in triggering the engagement of control and default 323 
mode networks during creativity tasks (69, 79). Overall, our finding converges with previous 324 
correlational (5, 69) and predictive studies of creativity using CPM approach (43, 58) indicating the 325 
essential role of the functional connectivity within and between control, default and salience networks 326 
for creative thinking abilities.   327 

A considerable number of functional connections between somatomotor and visual networks 328 
also contributed to the prediction of creativity via SemNet properties. Both networks have been 329 
associated with creativity in previous studies (53, 70, 80, 81), but independently. The motor system has 330 
been related to creativity (53, 82) as measured by different approaches, including verbal creativity (71), 331 
music improvisation (80, 81, 83), and visuospatial creativity (70, 71). The brain regions of visual 332 
networks also appear to play an important role mainly in artistic creativity (71) and their activation was 333 
previously correlated with higher creative achievements (84). A recent study using the CPM approach 334 
showed the contribution of visual networks in the overlapping brain patterns predicting creativity and 335 
intelligence (58). Our study adds to this previous work by showing the involvement of the coupling of 336 
motor and visual networks in creativity. The role of motor and visual regions in creativity can be plural. 337 
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In the context of our RJT task used to estimate SemNets, semantic relatedness judgments may evoke 338 
visual representations and motor experiences associated with the concepts (85). It is then possible that 339 
less modular SemNets reflect less segregated motor and visual memory contents in higher creative 340 
individuals than in less creative ones, and closer connections between remote concepts in memory.  341 

Overall, our finding further supports and expands existing knowledge on the functional 342 
interaction within and between control, default mode and salience networks for creativity (43) by 343 
showing their link with real-life creativity and characterizing their role in the associative mechanisms 344 
captured by SemNet metrics. In addition, the current findings shed light on the contribution of the 345 
increased coupling between regions of the visual and motor networks for creativity.  346 

To further characterize the predictive patterns of functional brain connectivity, we identified the 347 
nodes with the highest number of connections being localized in the medial prefrontal cortex, insula, the 348 
extra-striate inferior region, parietal medial and temporoparietal regions, and temporal pole in the right 349 
hemisphere. Most of these regions have been reported to play a role in creative cognition. In a brain 350 
lesion study, the medial prefrontal cortex of the default mode network has been shown to be relevant in 351 
associative processes underlying creative cognition (16). Moreover, this brain region and the insula of 352 
the salience network have been highlighted as essential regions for verbal creativity (5, 43, 86). The 353 
right lingual gyrus, part of the extra-striate cortex, is also recruited in verbal creativity tasks (44, 45) in 354 
relation to the originality of semantic associations (28), and to internally directed attention reflecting 355 
increased visual imagery (87). Other temporal areas, including the right temporoparietal regions and 356 
temporal pole have been associated with verbal and visual creativity (45, 88), including insight problem 357 
solving (89), and mental   imagery (90). The involvement of the anterior temporal pole is consistent with 358 
its role as a semantic hub (85, 91, 92) and in abstract thinking and categorization (93, 94).  359 

One surprising result is that the highest degree brain nodes related to real-life creativity were 360 
distributed within the right hemisphere. Previous analyses reported a left dominance for creativity 361 
regions in functional (44, 45, 50), connectivity (43), and structural (95) imaging studies. Most verbal 362 
creativity tasks highlight the critical role of brain regions of the left hemisphere, particularly in the 363 
prefrontal and temporal cortex, possibly related to linguistic/semantic processing (44, 96, 97). Here, we 364 
also identified left-sided highly connected nodes contributing to the prediction of differences in real-life 365 
creativity in the left ventral prefrontal cortex of the control network and in the insula of the salience 366 
network, regions that have been shown critical for verbal creativity (44, 45, 98, 99). Yet, the right 367 
dominance of the predictive patterns in our study was unexpected because our study focused on the 368 
semantic basis of creative cognition and used a verbal task. The strong engagement of the right 369 
hemisphere might be related to the process of judging remote concepts during the RJT. Previous studies 370 
have indeed associated the right hemisphere with a relatively coarser semantic coding (100) and the 371 
activation of broader semantic fields by words or contexts (101). Moreover, the engagement of broad 372 
associative processes in the right hemisphere has been related to hemispheric brain asymmetries in 373 
dopamine function (102). More creative individuals may rate distant words as more related during the 374 
RJT than less creative ones, which might rely on a higher functional connectivity with or within the 375 
right hemisphere. Hence, these findings show that diverse regions previously reported as central to 376 
creative cognition participate together in the predictive connectivity patterns of real-life creativity 377 
through a less segregated organization of semantic memory (lower SemNet modularity). Whether and 378 
how SemNet modularity reflects remote thinking that would rely more specifically on the right 379 
functional connectivity remain to be addressed in future studies. 380 

Finally, the current SemNets-related results converge with and expand the few recent 381 
neuroimaging studies exploring the associative processes of creativity. Higher associative abilities in a 382 
free chain association task have been related to higher resting-state functional connectivity within the 383 
default mode network (19) and to larger gray matter volume in the left posterior inferior temporal gyrus 384 
(49).  In both studies, higher associative abilities mediated the relationship between a priori selected 385 
regions of the brain and creativity. One recent study showed that efficiency in SemNets mediated the 386 
link between gray matter volume in the left temporal pole and a divergent thinking task (41). Our 387 
findings advance this knowledge in several critical ways. First, by using SemNets, we were able to 388 
estimate the organization of semantic memory, which offers some mechanistic perspective on remote 389 
and associative thinking, and showed its role in real-life creativity. Second, we employed a whole brain 390 
approach without focusing on a priori regions or networks. Finally, we explored functional connectivity 391 
not during rest, but during the RJT, while all participants performed the same trials. This approach 392 
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minimized individual differences in mental activity during scanning. It importantly gave access to the 393 
functional connectivity configuration that occurs during semantic relatedness judgments that reflect 394 
semantic associations.   395 

Some limitations to this study need to be acknowledged. First, our sample is relatively small 396 
and although the results are robust, the use of additional external validation would add strong support to 397 
our findings. Second, we used the SemNet approach that is rooted in the associative theory of creativity 398 
(7) to estimate individual semantic memory networks based on relatedness judgments of word pairs.  399 
The RJT-based SemNet metrics may not capture all the complexity of associative thinking. Thus, future 400 
studies are needed to replicate our findings, using alternative methods to estimate individual's SemNets. 401 
How the results generalize across different creative performances and behaviors, in distinct domains, 402 
also remains to be explored. Finally, real-life creativity is not exclusively predicted by semantic 403 
memory. Many other internal and external factors are important to creativity, such as personality, 404 
motivation, emotions and environment	(1, 2, 103–106).	 Despite these other potential dimensions and 405 
sources of variability, the brain connectivity patterns allowed us to predict real-life creativity through 406 
the individual differences in semantic memory structure, suggesting its strong influence on creative 407 
activities and achievements.  408 

In conclusion, the current findings uniquely link brain functional connectivity, semantic 409 
memory structure, and real-life creativity by combining advanced network-based methods in novel 410 
ways. By exploring semantic memory organization using SemNet methods, we were able to predict 411 
creative abilities independently of narrow frameworks or tasks. Our connectome-based modeling 412 
approach identified brain connectivity patterns that predicted creative behaviors rooted in semantic 413 
memory properties. By converging these two approaches together, our study illustrates how the network 414 
organization of the brain and of memory can be related to each other, leading to exciting new frontiers 415 
of scientific inquiry. 416 

 417 
 418 

Materials and Methods 419 
Participants 420 

All participants were French native speakers, right-handed, with normal or corrected-to-normal 421 
vision and no neurological disorder, cognitive disability or medication affecting the central nervous 422 
system. One hundred one healthy participants (48 women) aged between 22 and 40 years (mean 25.6 ± 423 
SD 3.7) were recruited via the RISC platform (https://www.risc.cnrs.fr). In total, eight participants were 424 
excluded from the fMRI analysis: Six were excluded because of the discovery of MRI brain 425 
abnormalities, one fell asleep during the acquisition of the data, and another had a claustrophobia 426 
episode at the beginning of the MRI scanning. The latter participant performed the RJT task outside the 427 
scanner and was kept in the behavioral analyses only. The final sample was hence composed of 94 428 
participants aged between 22 and 37 years (mean 25.4 ± 4.2) in behavioral analyses and 93 participants 429 
in the fMRI analyses (mean age 25.4 ± 3.4; 44 women). A national ethical committee approved the 430 
study. After being informed of the study, the participants signed a written consent form. They received 431 
monetary compensation for their participation.  432 

 433 
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General procedure 434 
Participants underwent a task-based fMRI session during which they performed the Relatedness 435 
Judgment Task (RJT). Several training tasks were conducted before acquiring the fMRI data, first 436 
outside the scanner, then in the scanner. The training included a motor training task to become familiar 437 
with giving responses using the MRI-compatible trackball on a visual scale in the RJT, and a task 438 
training to get familiar with the actual task. The task training was similar to the actual task but using 439 
different stimuli. In addition, all words used in the RJT were displayed to participants to check that they 440 
were familiar with all of them (Details of the task training are described in SI S1). After the fMRI 441 
session, participants completed a set of creativity tasks on a computer outside the scanner that lasted 442 
around three hours.  443 
 444 
Relatedness judgement task (RJT) 445 
Task and material description 446 

The RJT has been used to estimate individual-based SemNets and to explore the structure of 447 
semantic memory (36–38). The task requires participants to judge the relatedness of all possible pairs 448 
of words from a list of cue words. These judgements are then used to estimate an individuals' semantic 449 
memory network of these words. The selection of the RJT stimuli words used in our study is detailed in 450 
Bernard et al. (37). In brief, we first created a French SemNet, based on French verbal association norms 451 
(107) (http://dictaverf.nsu.ru/dictlist), where the nodes represent the words, and the links were weighted 452 
by the normative associative strength between words. Next, we computed the shortest path between 453 
words and the minimal number of links between each pair was considered as the theoretical semantic 454 
distance between the words. Finally, we applied a computational method to select the RJT words that 455 
optimized the repartition of the theoretical semantic distance between all possible pairs of these words. 456 
The optimal solution included 35 words, resulting in a total of 595 word-pairs that represented the 595 457 
RJT trials.  458 

Each trial began with the displaying word pair on the screen along with a visual scale below 459 
ranging from 0 (unrelated) to 100 (strongly related). The stimuli were displayed for 4 seconds in total, 460 
divided into a reflection period of 2 seconds to ensure a comparable minimum judgement time and a 461 
response period of 2 seconds. During the first two seconds, the participants studied the word pair but 462 
couldn't move the slider yet. Two seconds after stimuli onset, the response period began, the cursor 463 
appeared in the middle of the visual scale, and the participants were allowed to move the slider on the 464 
visual scale to indicate their rating using a trackball. Participants were instructed to validate their 465 
response by clicking the left button of the trackball. The position of the cursor on the scale at the moment 466 
of the validation was recorded as the relatedness judgment. When participants did not validate their 467 
response, we recorded the slider position at the end of the two-second response period. After the 468 
response period, a blank screen was shown during the inter-trial interval jittered from 0.3 to 0.7 seconds 469 
(steps = 0.05; Figure 1a).  470 

Task trials were distributed into six runs composed of 100 trials each, except for the last run (95 471 
trials). Each run consisted of four blocks of 25 trials each (except the last block of the sixth run with 472 
only 20 trials), separated by a 20 second rest period with a cross fixation on the screen. Trials were 473 
pseudo-randomly ordered within blocks, such that each block contained a similar proportion of word 474 
pairs of each theoretical semantic distance. At the beginning and end of each run, participants had a ten 475 
second rest period with a cross fixation on the screen. During the last two seconds of fixation cross 476 
periods, the cross changed color, warning the participant that the task was about to start. Participants 477 
had a self-paced break inside the scanner between runs.   478 

 479 
Assessment of individual semantic network structure.  480 
Building individual semantic networks 481 

The relatedness ratings given by the participant to each pair of words was used to weight the 482 
links of the individual SemNet where each word is a node. We represent each of these networks as a 483 
35x35 matrix with one column and one row for each word and cell values correspond to the judgment 484 
given by the participant during the RJT task (Figure 1b). Based on previous studies and on our pilot 485 
study (36–38), we estimated two types of networks, weighted undirected network (WUN) and 486 
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unweighted undirected network (UUN; Figure 1c). The WUN is a more conservative type of the 487 
SemNet, by keeping the weights of all links between the words. The UUN is a less conservative 488 
approach, retaining links above a defined threshold, and the links with a weight below the threshold are 489 
removed. We defined the threshold as rating value of 50 (the middle of the visual scale) to keep the links 490 
between words that were considered moderately or highly associated by the participants. The weights 491 
of the remaining links are uniformly transformed to equal 1. 492 
 493 

 494 
Calculation of the individual semantic network metrics  495 

We estimated the properties of the individual SemNet independently for the UUN and the WUN 496 
graphs. Based on previous studies relating SemNet to creative abilities (11, 34, 36–38), we computed 497 
the following metrics: ASPL, CC, Q and S metrics. The Average Shortest Path Length (ASPL) is the 498 
average shortest number of steps needed to be taken between any pair of nodes. In semantic networks, 499 
path length reflects how related two concepts are to each other (108, 109). The Clustering Coefficient 500 
(CC) measures the network's connectivity. It refers to the probability that two neighbors of a node will 501 
themselves be neighbors. In semantic networks, higher CC relates to higher overall relatedness between 502 
concepts. Modularity (Q) measures how a network is divided (or partitions) into smaller sub-networks; 503 
a higher Q relates to more sub-communities in the network (110, 111). Such subcommunities can reflect 504 
semantic categories in a semantic network. In creativity research, for example, more creative individuals 505 
often exhibit a more connected (higher CC), less segregated (lower ASPL and Q) semantic network than 506 
less creative individuals 34 and these differences were related to flexibility of thought (35). The small-507 
worldness (S) property of the network is calculated as the ratio between ASPL and CC and describes 508 
how much the nodes that are not directly linked can be reached through connections between their 509 
neighbors. In semantic networks, higher S has been linked to higher flexibility of thought (11). The 510 
computations were performed in Matlab, via the Brain Connectivity Toolbox (112) 511 
(https://www.mathworks.com). 512 
 513 
Assessment of real-life creativity  514 

Outside the scanner, we used the Inventory of Creative Activities and Achievements (ICAA) 515 
questionnaire (42) to assess the real-life creative activities and achievements across eight different 516 
creative domains (e.g., literature, music, art and crafts, cooking, sport, visual arts, performing arts, 517 
science and engineering). The creative activities (C-Act) score reflects the frequency in which 518 
participants engaged in various creative activities. Six different questions were posed for each domain, 519 
and participants reported the frequency with which they engaged in each activity during the last ten 520 
years, using a scale ranging from 0 (never) to 4 (more than ten times). For each participant, the final 521 
domain-general score of C-Act was the sum of the creative activities across all activities of the eight 522 
different domains. The creative achievements (C-Ach) score estimated the level of achievement acquired 523 
in a creative domain. Ten different levels of achievement were included for each domain going from 0 524 
(never engaged in this domain) to 10 (I have already sold some of my work in this domain). For each 525 
participant, the final domain-general score of C-Ach was the sum of the scores across the eight different 526 
domains. 527 

 528 
Relationships between individual Semantic Network metrics and creativity 529 

We explored whether individual SemNet properties were predictive of real-life creative 530 
activities (C-Act) and achievements (C-Ach; Figure 1e). In independent analyses, we performed linear 531 
regressions using leave-one-out cross-validations to predict C-Act and C-Ach scores for each of the 532 
SemNet metrics (ASPL, CC, Q, and S of WUN and UUN SemNets). The analyses consisted of building 533 
a predictive linear model iteratively in N-1 participants using their SemNet metrics (e.g., WUN Q 534 
SemNet metric) and testing it in the left-out participant. The model was applied on the SemNet metric 535 
of the left-out participant to compute a predicted value of the ICAA scores. The significance of the 536 
prediction was evaluated via Spearman correlations between the predicted and the observed creativity 537 
scores. When the correlations between observed and predicted values were positive with p < .05, we 538 
assessed its statistical significance using 1,000 iteration permutation testing. We report the Rho 539 
coefficient and the p-value of the permutation test. Note that Spearman correlations are used for 540 
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behavioral analyses as creative activities and achievements are typically skewed (113). We also ran 541 
Spearman correlations between SemNet metrics and ICAA scores to better represent the statistical 542 
association between the different SemNet metrics and creativity (Table 1).  543 

 544 
MRI Data Acquisition and Preprocessing 545 

Neuroimaging data were acquired on a 3T MRI scanner (Siemens Prisma, Germany) with a 64-546 
channel head coil. Six functional runs were acquired during each six task runs using multi-echo echo-547 
planar imaging (EPI) sequences. No dummy scan was recorded during the acquisition; therefore, we did 548 
not discard any volume. Each run included 335 whole-brain volumes acquired with the following 549 
parameters: repetition time (TR) = 1,600 ms, echo times (TE) for echo 1 = 15.2 ms, echo 2 = 37.17 ms 550 
and echo 3 = 59.14 ms, flip angle = 73°, 54 slices, slice thickness = 2.50 mm, isotropic voxel size 2.5 551 
mm, Ipat acceleration factor = 2, multi-band = 3 and interleaved slice ordering. After the EPI 552 
acquisitions, a T1-weighted structural image was acquired with the following parameters: TR = 2,300 553 
ms, TE = 2.76 ms, flip angle = 9°, 192 sagittal slices with a 1 mm thickness, isotropic voxel size 1 mm, 554 
Ipat acceleration factor = 2 and interleaved slice order. A resting state fMRI session of 15 minutes 555 
followed, not analyzed in the current study. 556 

The preprocessing of the on-task fMRI data was performed for each run separately using the 557 
afni_proc.py pipeline from the Analysis of Functional Neuroimages software (AFNI; 558 
https://afni.nimh.nih.gov) (114). The different preprocessing steps of the data included despiking, slice 559 
timing correction and realignment to the first volume (computed on the first echo). We then denoised 560 
the preprocessed data using the TE-dependent analysis of multi-echo fMRI data (TEDANA; 561 
https://tedana.readthedocs.io/en/stable/), version 0.0.9 (115–117). The advantage of using multi-echo 562 
EPI sequences is that it allows better cleaning of the data by assessing the BOLD and non-BOLD signal 563 
through the ICA-based denoising method, improving the reliability of the functional connectivity-based 564 
measurement (118). The TEDANA pipeline consisted first of an optimal combination of the different 565 
echo time series. Then, the dimensionality of the optimally combined data is reduced through the 566 
decomposition of the multi-echo BOLD data using principal component analysis (PCA) and 567 
independent component analysis (ICA). TEDANA then classifies the resulting components as BOLD 568 
or non-BOLD. The exclusion of the non-BOLD components allowed the removal of thermal and 569 
physiological noise such as the artefacts generated by the movements, respiration and cardiac activity. 570 
The resulting denoised data was co-registered on the T1-weighted structural image using the Statistical 571 
Parametric Mapping (SPM) 12 package running in Matlab (Matlab R2017b, The MathWorks, Inc., 572 
USA). We then normalized the data to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template brain, using 573 
the transformation matrix computed from the normalization of the T1-weighted structural image, 574 
performed with the default settings of the computational anatomy toolbox (CAT 12; 575 
http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/cat/) (119) implemented in SPM 12. The resulting denoised and 576 
normalized images were then entered in a general linear model (GLM) in SPM to covary out the task-577 
related signal from each run. In this analysis, we entered 24 motion parameters (standard motion 578 
parameters, first temporal derivatives, standard motion parameters squared and first temporal derivatives 579 
squared) and the onsets and durations of each task related events (reflection period, response period, 580 
inter trial interval, cross fixation periods and change of the cross-fixation color) as confounds that were 581 
regressed from the BOLD signal. We standardized and detrended the residuals of this model for each 582 
run and then concatenated the six runs, removing the rest periods between runs (six volumes in total). 583 
This final dataset composed of the six task-run residuals concatenated was used as input for the 584 
subsequent task-based functional connectivity analyses.  585 

 586 
Building task-based functional connectivity matrices  587 

Calculation of the task-based functional connectivity matrices for each participant was 588 
performed using Nilearn v0.3 (120) in Python 2.7 (121). We used the Schaefer brain atlas to define our 589 
ROIs that consisted of 200 ROIs distributed into 17 functional subnetworks than can be summarized in 590 
eight main functional networks (63). For each ROI, we extracted the BOLD signal during the RJT 591 
(averaged across voxels) and computed Pearson correlation coefficients of all pairs of ROIs. As a result, 592 
we obtained for each participant a 200x200 matrix with the correlation coefficients between all ROIs. 593 
These matrices were Z-Fisher-transform and rescaled in the range of -1 to 1 for the subsequent analyses. 594 
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This matrix corresponds to the functional connectivity network of each participant in which ROIs are 595 
the nodes and correlation coefficients the links. 596 

 597 
A connectome-based predictive modeling approach 598 

We used a CPM approach (43, 56, 57, 59) to explore how SemNet properties can be predicted 599 
from functional connectivity patterns during the RJT task. We focused the CPM analyses on the SemNet 600 
metrics that predicted creativity scores following the method described in Shen et al. (56) (Figure 3). 601 
We used a leave-one-out cross-validation that consisted in building the model iteratively on N-1 602 
participants and test the prediction on the left-out participants.  603 

Since head motions during the fMRI acquisition can affect the CPM results, we verified that 604 
there was no correlation between motion patterns during the fMRI acquisition and the SemNet metrics. 605 
We estimated the mean FD, that is the sum of the absolute values of the derivatives of the six realignment 606 
parameters (122), and computed Spearman correlations between the mean FD and all SemNet metrics. 607 
The correlations revealed no significant correlation between the motion patterns and WUN ASPL (r = -608 
.052, p = .622), WUN Q (r = .133, p = .203) and UUN Q (r = .127, p = .225). 609 

The first step of the CPM consists of selecting the significant features of brain connectivity to 610 
build the "model brain networks". In the training set (N-1), we selected the links of the functional 611 
connectivity matrix (correlation coefficients between the ROIs) that significantly correlated with the 612 
tested SemNet metric (threshold p < .05) either positively (the positive model network) or negatively 613 
(the negative model network) across participants (Figure 3a-b). Since SemNet metrics had non-614 
Gaussian distributions, we used Spearman correlations. In these model networks of brain connectivity, 615 
negative links were removed (123). We normalized the values of the links (i.e., the correlation 616 
coefficients between ROIs) to have the same range of values for the calculation of the brain networks in 617 
the following step. 618 

The second step consists in estimating functional connectivity properties within each 619 
participant's positive and negative model networks. This is one amendment from the classical protocol 620 
(56) to better take into account the structural properties of functional brain connectivity patterns. Instead 621 
of summing the links in the model networks (as in the classical CPM method), we estimated the network 622 
properties of the positive and the negative model networks using network metrics (Figure 3c). We 623 
computed two different whole-brain model network metrics: 1) Network efficiency (brain-Eff), 624 
measuring rapid and efficient integration across the network (69, 124) and 2) CC (brain-CC), key 625 
property describing a small-world properties network characterizing the human brain (64, 65, 125–127). 626 
The brain-Eff metric was calculated as the average of the inverse shortest path length. The computation 627 
of the brain-CC metrics was similar to the CC of the SemNet described above in the "Calculation of the 628 
individual semantic network metrics" section. 629 

 The third and fourth steps consist in building the predictive model using the computed network 630 
properties and then applying it to a novel participant (the left out one for each iteration; Figure 3d). 631 
These steps were conducted separately for each SemNet metric and each model network property. We 632 
built a single linear model combining the network metric of the positive and negative model networks 633 
of N-1 participants as predictors of a given SemNet metric. The mean FD was included in the model to 634 
deal with possible effects of the head motion related to fMRI acquisition on the CPM process. At each 635 
iteration, we computed the network metric of the positive and the negative model networks in the left-636 
out participant. We used these values as predictors in the linear model to compute its predicted value of 637 
the SemNet metric tested.  638 

The final step evaluated the predictive model by performing a Spearman correlation between 639 
the predicted and the observed SemNet metric (56). Since we used within-data set cross-validation, for 640 
the significant predictions, it was necessary to evaluate the predictive power of the CPM using 641 
permutation testing to assess the statistical significance of the results. To this end, we randomly shuffled 642 
the values of the SemNet metric 1,000 times, and we ran the new random data through the pipeline of 643 
our predictive model in order to generate an empirical null distribution and estimate the distribution of 644 
the test statistic given by the correlation between predicted and observed values. The CPM analyses 645 
were performed using Matlab Statistical Toolbox (Matlab R2020a, The MathWorks, Inc., USA). The 646 
pipeline for the CPM is an adaptation from the protocol by Shen et al. (56).  647 
 648 
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Functional anatomy of the predicting brain model networks 649 
To explore the patterns of connectivity predicting the SemNet metrics, we characterized the 650 

main nodes and links of the significant model networks. We examined the distribution of the connections 651 
at the lobar level (between and within brain lobes) and at the intrinsic network level (within and between 652 
the eight main functional networks defined by the Schaefer atlas). Finally, we explored the brain 653 
distribution of the six highest degree nodes (i.e., ROIs), which are the nodes with the highest number of 654 
connections. Due to the nature of the cross-validation approach (running one model for each iteration 655 
on N-1 participants), each iteration likely resulted in slightly different links in the model networks. 656 
Therefore, we considered the links that were shared between all iterations. The data visualization and 657 
plots were performed using BioImage Suite Web 1.0 (http://bisweb.yale.edu/connviewer), BrainNet 658 
viewer (128) (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/bnv/) in Matlab, and custom scripts in RStudio 659 
version 1.3.1056. 660 
 661 
Mediation Analysis 662 

To test whether the patterns of functional connectivity that predict SemNet properties are also 663 
relevant for real-life creativity, we ran mediation analyses. For significant CPM predictions, we tested 664 
whether the SemNet metrics mediated the relationship between the patterns of brain functional 665 
connectivity and creativity. As for the CPM analyses, the mediation analyses focused on the SemNet 666 
metrics that correlated with creativity scores. Hence, they explored an indirect effect of the functional 667 
brain connectivity on creativity through the SemNet properties. 668 

The mediation analysis (129–131) consisted in calculating the product of (a) the regression 669 
coefficient of the regression analysis on the independent variable (i.e., brain functional connectivity 670 
metric, brain-CC or brain-Eff of the positive or the negative model networks) to predict the mediator 671 
(i.e., SemNet metrics) and (b) the regression coefficient of the regression analysis on the mediator to 672 
predict the dependent variable (i.e., creativity score), when controlling for the independent variable. We 673 
also calculated the regression coefficient of the regression analysis on the independent variable to predict 674 
the dependent variable without controlling for the mediator (total effect) and when controlling for it 675 
(direct effect; Figure 6). All the variables entered in the mediation analyses were normalized, and 676 
variables with non-normal distributions were log-transformed. The variables that had a negative 677 
correlation with creativity were reversed (multiplied by -1). The selection of the positive or the negative 678 
network to be used on the mediation analysis depended on which of them is expected to be positively 679 
correlated to the creativity score. We tested the significance of the indirect effect using bootstrapping 680 
method, computing unstandardized indirect effects for each 5,000 bootstrapped samples, and the 95% 681 
confidence interval was computed by determining the indirect effects at the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles. 682 
The mediation analyses were performed using the PROCESS macro (132) in SPSS 22.0 (IBM Corp. in 683 
Armonk, NY, USA). 684 

 685 
  686 
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Figures 1041 

 1042 

Figure 1. Estimation of individual semantic networks (SemNets) to predict creativity. (A) Trial 1043 
representation of an exemplary trial of the RJT asking participants to judge the relatedness of 595 word 1044 
pairs. Each trial began with the display of a pair of words along with a visual scale (reflection period) 1045 
ranging from 0 (unrelated words) to 100 (strongly related words). During the next 2 seconds (response 1046 
period), participants were allowed to move the cursor (in red) using a trackball to indicate the relatedness 1047 
of the two words. An intertrial interval of 0.3-0.7s separated trials. (B) For each participant, we 1048 
computed a 35 by 35 adjacency (connectivity) matrix with columns and rows representing each of the 1049 
35 RJT words, and cell values correspond to the relatedness judgments given by the participant during 1050 
the RJT. (C) We estimated individual semantic memory networks following two established approaches: 1051 
weighted (WUN) and unweighted (UUN) undirected networks, using the RJT words as the network 1052 
nodes. In the WUN networks, the RJT judgments reflected the strength of links between nodes. In the 1053 
UUN networks, the RJT judgments above average (50) were kept and set to one. The SemNet metrics 1054 
were computed for both WUN and UUN separately: ASPL, CC, Q and S. (D) Representation of the 1055 
individual WUN SemNets for a low creative and a high creative participant. (E) Linear regressions using 1056 
leave-one-out cross-validations were performed to explore whether real-life creative activities (C-Act) 1057 
and achievements (C-Ach) were predicted from SemNet properties estimated in (b). The SemNet metrics 1058 
were used to build predictive linear models in N-1 participants. The predictive model was tested on the 1059 
left-out participant using its SemNet metric (m) to predict its creativity scores. RJT = relatedness 1060 
judgment task; SemNet = semantic network; ASPL = average shortest path length; CC = clustering 1061 
coefficient; Q = modularity; S = small-worldness. 1062 
 1063 
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 1064 
 1065 
Figure 2. Prediction of creativity scores from Semantic network metrics. The plots show the 1066 
Spearman correlations between the predicted values (y-axis) and observed values (x-axis) of creative 1067 
activities and achievements based on individual SemNet metrics for the significant predictions. At the 1068 
bottom-right part of each plot, we present the rs and the p values, based on permutation testing.   1069 
 1070 
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 1071 
 1072 
Figure 3. Connectome Predictive Modeling-based prediction method. (A) We defined the brain 1073 
nodes based on the Schaefer atlas consisting of 200 ROIs (63). For each participant, we assessed the 1074 
BOLD activity during the RJT in each ROI and used pairwise Pearson correlations to estimate a 200 by 1075 
200 task-related functional connectivity matrix. Using a leave-one-out approach, all of the CPM steps 1076 
were conducted in N-1 participants. (B) The functional connectivity matrix (all links) was correlated to 1077 
SemNet metrics using Spearman correlations. The links that significantly positively or negatively 1078 
correlated with the SemNet metric (p < .05) formed a positive and a negative model network, 1079 
respectively. (C) We calculated two network properties (in separate CPM analyses) of the positive and 1080 
negative model networks, brain-CC and brain-Eff metrics. (D) The brain metrics in the positive (p) and 1081 
negative (n) model networks were used to build a linear model predicting the SemNet metric in the left-1082 
out participant. Since head motion can impact CPM, we included the meanFD variable (m), a head 1083 
motion parameter, as a regressor in the model to avoid a possible effect in the prediction. Finally, the 1084 
model was applied to the left-out participant to compute a predicted SemNet value from his/her brain 1085 
model networks. The predicted value was then correlated with the observed value to assess the model 1086 
predictive validity.  1087 
 1088 
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 1090 
 1091 
Figure 4. Predicted and observed SemNet metrics. The plots show the Spearman correlations between 1092 
the predicted values (y-axis) and observed values (x-axis) of SemNet metrics based on brain connectivity 1093 
for the significant predictions. Green plots are presented for brain-Eff and magenta ones for brain-CC. 1094 
In the upper-right side of each plot, we present the rs and the p values. The reported p values are based 1095 
on permutation testing.   1096 
 1097 
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 1101 
 1102 
Figure 5. Functional anatomy of the CPM model predicting the SemNet metric UUN Q. (A) First, 1103 
we examined the distribution of the links of the model network at the brain location level, specifically 1104 
into the brain lobes. The correlation matrix represents the percentage of links within the model network 1105 
connecting seven different brain lobes (total links = 452). (B) A circular graph represents the distribution 1106 
of links within and between brain regions in the left and right hemispheres. Brain regions are color-1107 
coded as in (A), and the cyan lines represent the links connecting the ROIs. For visualization purposes, 1108 
we used a nodal degree threshold of k > 10. (C) Second, we examined the distribution of the links across 1109 
intrinsic functional networks based on Schaefer's atlas (63). The matrix represents the percentage of 1110 
links within the model network occurring within and between eight intrinsic brain networks. (D) The 1111 
nodes and links of the model network are superimposed on a volume rendering of the brain. The color 1112 
of the nodes represents the functional network they belong to, using a similar color code as in (B). The 1113 
size of the nodes is proportional to their degree, and the highest degree nodes are marked by arrows. 1114 
Nodes with degree k = 0 are not displayed. 1115 
 1116 
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 1117 
 1118 
Figure 6. Mediation Analyses. Results of the mediation models are presented in path diagrams. Each 1119 
diagram indicates the beta weights of the regression coefficients with the brain metrics of the model 1120 
network (brain-Eff and brain-CC) as the independent variable (predictor), SemNet metrics as the 1121 
mediator (UUN QR and WUN QR), and real-life creativity (C-Act and C-Ach) as the dependent variable 1122 
(outcome). The total effect is indicated by path c, the direct effect by path c', and the indirect effect is 1123 
given by the product of path a and path b. The indirect effect was significant in all the reported 1124 
mediations (A) The mediating role of UUN Q on the relationship between the brain-Eff of the brain 1125 
functional network predicting it and C-Act. (B) Mediating role of UUN Q between the brain-Eff of the 1126 
brain network predicting it and C-Ach. (C) Mediating role of the weighted networks WUN Q on the 1127 
relationship between the brain-Eff of the functional connectivity of the negative model network 1128 
predicting it and C-Ach. (D) Mediating role of WUN Q on the relationship between the brain-CC of the 1129 
functional connectivity of the negative model network predicting it and C-Ach. * p < .05; ** p < .01; 1130 
*** p < .001 1131 
 1132 
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Tables 1141 

 1142 
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of creativity scores and semantic network measures. Data are shown 1143 
for real-life creativity activities (C-Act) and achievements (C-Ach), and for SemNet metrics of weighted 1144 
(WUN) and unweighted (UUN) networks.  1145 
 1146 
 1147 

 Mean SD Min Max 
Creativity scores     
C-Act 47.894 21.695 13 102 
C-Ach 74.638 42.249 1 207 
WUN metrics     
ASPL 0.021 0.004 0.015 0.037 
CC 0.363 0.096 0.142 0.628 
Q 0.122 0.058 0.032 0.319 
S 1.003 0.073 0.828 1.387 
UUN metrics     
ASPL 1.633 0.221 1.262 2.361 
CC 0.585 0.082 0.438 0.781 
Q 0.178 0.064 0.058 0.392 
S 1.386 0.271 1.011 2.936 

 1148 
Note. ASPL= Average Shortest Path Length; CC = Clustering coefficient; Q = Modularity; S = Small-1149 
Worldness. 1150 
 1151 
 1152 
Table 2. Relationship between individual semantic network metrics and creativity. The Spearman 1153 
correlations between SemNet metrics and creativity scores are reported (rs for C-Act and C-Ach). In bold 1154 
are the significant predictions of creativity from the SemNet properties after permutation testing shown 1155 
in Figure 2. * indicate correlations that reached significance after FDR correction for multiple 1156 
comparisons. 1157 
 1158 

Creativity scores C-Act C-Ach 
  rs p rs p 
WUN metrics     
ASPL -.276 .007* -.208 .044 
CC .165 .111 .201 .052 
Q -.179 .085 -.295 .004* 
S .234 .023 -.017 .868 
UUN metrics     
ASPL -.125 .230 -.149 .152 
CC .092 .378 .080 .441 
Q -.281 .006* -.287 .005* 
S -.154 .139 -.219 .034 

 1159 
 1160 
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